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The Clarity Process
of
Jeru Kabbal

Clarity Process Teacher Training
In an addition to the Inner Core, you can do the Clarity Process
Teacher Training (CPTT). You will be trained to give Clarity Process
workshops up to step 3, and to guide people in individual Clarity
Process sessions. You are warmly invited to partake in this training.
It is wonderful if more people are willing to share the work of Jeru.
Even if you have no concrete plans to start your own business, you
are welcome to join the Clarity Process Teacher Training.
The training is both accessible for participants of the current Inner
Core as well as for those who have completed it before. This training
provides the Clarity Process part only though. In order to participate,
it is necessary that you have some therapeutic education/training
and/or have gained some experience in this field. If you have not any
of these acquired, you will have to arrange for training in this area
yourself. Completing the Inner Core is a condition for certification.

Teacher Training
with
Taetske Kleijn

The training consists of:
• 3 CPTT workshops
• 5 internship workshops
• 6 session sets
• giving a workshop
The first CPTT workshop will probably be December 10-13 2020.
It is recommended to start with your internships right away.
The Clarity Process Teacher Trainer workshops

The dates of the three CPTT workshops are arranged in consultation
with the participants. Each workshop covers 8 to 11 sessions and will
be organized in turn by the participants at a place of their choice.

Internships

Time frame

You partake in five internships, which consists of at least two short
workshops and two longer ones (a week or more), of which you
would write a report. During an internship you can either participate
or assist. In each workshop there is a place for one assistant. The role
will be divided amongst those that are interested. You can also do
one internship at a workshop from another Clarity Process Trainer.
Please note that costs for other trainers are not included in the fee.

It is recommended that before the start of the first CPTT workshop,
you have done one or two internships. Before the second CPTT
workshop you have at least done 3 internships and 3 session sets.
After 3 internships and 4 session sets, you organize your Clarity
Process weekend workshop. This has to take place before the last
CPTT workshop. After having given your own workshop you do
your last internships and conclude the session sets.

Session sets

A session set consists of 3 to 5 Individual Clarity Process sessions
with an intake and an evaluation. You do 6 session sets of which at
least two with people who know the Clarity Process, and two with
people who do not know the Clarity Process. These 4 sets you offer
for free. For the other sets you can ask a training fee of up to € 40,per session. You are expected to write a report of each session set
and ask the client for some feedback.

Fee

Giving a workshop

Registration

In the second year of the CPTT you are going to give the workshop
'A Taste of Clarity'. A workshop designed by Jeru. You can do this
on your own or with a co-trainer. This includes doing the PR and
organization. Participants pay a fee of a maximum € 120,-. This does
not include accommodation costs and course material.

Notify Taetske as soon as possible when you are interested. Confirm
your registration with a deposit of € 250,-. The rest of the fee is due
before November 2020.

Certification

Having completed the Clarity Process Teacher Training, you are
certified to give individual Clarity Process sessions and Clarity
Process Workshops step 1, 2 and 3. After the Clarity Process Teacher
Training there is the opportunity for peer review and supervision.
You are obliged to participate in this for three years to maintain your
certification.

The Clarity Process Teacher Training costs € 1850,-. This includes 3
CPTT workshops, 5 internships at Tsuki workshops, manuals and
supervision. It does not include accommodation costs. Participants
who do the CPTT during their Inner Core pay € 1350,-. Training
costs are usually tax deductible. If the fee is an obstacle for
participation, please contact the Dana Clarity Fund.

Cancelation

You can cancel free of charge until August 2020 except for a
€ 50,- administrational fee. If you cancel before October 2020 you
lose your deposit, but € 200,- can be used for other Tsuki workshops.
If you cancel during the CPTT, but before November 2021, half of
the fee can be used for other Tsuki workshops. After that no refund is
possible.

